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Introduction

Transition-metal oxides play a tremendous role in heteroge-
neous catalysis. One major application is their use in oxida-
tion reactions. Two important examples of oxidation cataly-
sis using vanadium oxides are the oxidation of SO2 to SO3

for the production of sulfuric acid and that of butane to
afford maleic anhydride.[1–23] It has been proposed that the
alkane oxidation by transition-metal-oxide catalysts pro-
ceeds via alcohols and alkoxides as intermediates.[1,2,4] Fur-
thermore, methanol oxidation itself yields valuable products
such as formaldehyde and formic acid.[1,5] Like in many
complicated heterogeneously catalyzed oxidation reactions,
there are still a lot of mechanistic puzzles to be solved—also
in vanadium-oxide-mediated catalysis.[1a,6] In particular, the
roles of formal oxidation states and functional groups that
form the “active sites” of a catalyst are of interest. In that
respect, some fundamental insight might be gained by study-
ing the reactivity of small model systems.[7] In the extreme
case, these may be isolated molecules—if not atoms—in the

gas phase.[8,9] By this approach, the reaction conditions can
be controlled very accurately, and obscuring effects such as
surface defects, aggregation phenomena, fast subsequent re-
actions, solvent and others are avoided. This reductionistic
approach, down to the most simple model system, facilitates
an understanding of the role of electronic structures on
mechanistic details at a molecular level, but also entails that
a direct extrapolation of the findings to applied catalysis
may well be impossible.[10]

The present work describes the ion–molecule reactions of
the mass-selected vanadium cations V+ , VO+ , VOH+ , and
VO2

+ with methanol. The aim is to investigate the influence
of the metal7s formal oxidation state and the reactivity of
isolated functional groups (i.e. , V=O, V�OH). The experi-
mental results are complemented by some theoretical work
on the VO+-mediated dehydrogenation of methanol to clar-
ify the roles of the oxo ligand and the metal. Our investiga-
tion is part of collaborative experimental and theoretical ef-
forts in the Berlin area[11] on the mechanisms of oxidation
reactions catalyzed by transition-metal oxides with a partic-
ular focus on the industrially important vanadium oxide cat-
alysts. In addition, this investigation constitutes an extension
of our previous work on the ion chemistry of vanadium alk-
oxides[12–14] and the mechanisms of alkane oxidation by va-
nadium oxides.[15,16] Recently, the reactions of methanol with
mass-selected V+ and VO+ have been investigated by Cao
et al. using ion-cyclotron-resonance (ICR) mass spectrome-
try as well as theoretical methods.[17] Moreover, Castleman
and co-workers described the reactions of methanol with
MxOy

+ clusters (M=V, Nb) and included the mononuclear
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ions VO+ and VO2
+ for comparison.[18] These results will be

discussed in the context of our findings described herein.

Methods

Ion–molecule reactions were examined with a Spectrospin CMS 47X
FTICR mass spectrometer equipped with an external ion source as de-
scribed elsewhere.[19,20] In brief, V+ was generated by laser ablation of a
vanadium target by using a Nd/YAG laser operating at 1064 nm. A series
of potentials and ion lenses was used to transfer the ions to the ICR cell,
which was positioned in the bore of a 7.05 T superconducting magnet.
Mass-selected 51V+ was then subjected to a pulse of argon or converted
to VO+ by reaction with pulsed-in O2, respectively.[21] VO2

+ was pre-
pared by using a pulse of N2O.[15] During the gas pulses, the ions undergo
several hundreds of collisions so that the product ions were assumed to
be thermalized.[22] The reactivity of the subsequently mass-selected ion of
interest was studied by introducing methanol by a leak valve at stationary
pressures in the order of 10�8 mbar. The experimental second-order rate
constants were evaluated assuming the pseudo first-order kinetic approxi-
mation after calibration of the measured pressures and acknowledgement
of the ion gauge sensitivities.[23] The error of the absolute rate constants
is �30%, while the error for the relative rate constants amounts to only
10%. To study the reactivity of VOH+ , the product ion VOH+ formed
in the reaction of V+ with methanol was thermalized with another pulse
of argon and mass-selected before its reactivity was monitored as de-
scribed above.

All calculations employed the hybrid density functional theory (DFT)
B3LYP method[24] as implemented in the Gaussian 98 program pack-
age.[25] After a preliminary scan of the potential-energy surfaces with the
Lanl2DZ basis sets,[26] the relevant structures were re-optimized with the
Ahlrichs valence triple-z basis sets with polarization functions on all
atoms,[27] which was used in a previous benchmark study for vanadium
alkoxides.[12] For all stationary points obtained, vibrational frequencies
were computed at the same level of theory in order to confirm that these
correspond to local minima (no imaginary frequency) or transition struc-
tures (one imaginary frequency) or higher-order saddle points. All ener-
gies given below refer to 0 K and include zero-point energy (ZPE).

Results and Discussion

This section is organized as follows: A description and dis-
cussion of the primary ion–molecule reactions of the four
selected cations, in conjunction with a comparison to previ-
ous measurements,[17, 18] is followed by a presentation of the-
oretical results of one of these reactions, that is, the dehy-
drogenation of methanol by VO+ . The subsequent reactions
of the products formed in the primary ion–molecule reac-
tions are then described. The section closes with a discussion
of the results in the context of previous studies on vanadium
alkoxides,[12] and the reactivity of other transition-metal
oxides in the gas phase.[28,29,30]

Primary ion–molecule reactions : Four different cationic va-
nadium species have been selected for this work. The two
plain vanadium oxides VO+ and VO2

+ cover the oxidation
states + iii and +v, respectively. For comparison, the hy-
droxide VOH+ (+ ii) and atomic V+ (+ i) ions were also
studied. The measured rate constants, reaction efficiencies
and primary branching ratios for the reactions with metha-

nol are summarized in Table 1. For all cases, except VOH+ ,
reaction efficiencies in the order of only f=10% are ob-
served, which indicate thermochemical restrictions for prod-
uct formation and/or the existence of substantial kinetic bar-

riers; here, the reaction efficiency is defined as f=kR/kC

where kR is the experimentally measured rate constant and
kC corresponds to the gas-kinetic collision rate.[31]

The reaction of V+ with methanol is dominated by the
formation of VO+ concomitant with the liberation of meth-
ane. The abstraction of the oxygen atom from methanol is
strongly exothermic (DrH=�204 kJmol�1, Table 2). As a

minor channel, the loss of a methyl radical by OH abstrac-
tion is observed as well (DrH=�46 kJmol�1) and provides
access to the VOH+ cation for further reactivity studies.
These results qualitatively agree with the experimental data
of Cao et al.[17] who, however, did not report branching
ratios. The abundance of VOH+ exceeds that of VO+ in
their experiments, which might be explained by the omission
of an efficient thermalization step prior to the reactivity
studies, of which we took particular care.[21]

Oxygen atom and OH abstraction are also observed when
VOH+ interacts with methanol, but only in very low levels.
A new channel, the formation of [VCH3O]+ , dominates the
product pattern by far. Formally, this pathway corresponds
to a condensation reaction forming VOCH3

+ and a neutral
water molecule and can hence be regarded as a replacement

Table 1. Experimental second-order rate constants (k), reaction efficien-
cies (f)[a] and primary neutral products[b] for the ion–molecule reactions
of methanol with cationic vanadium species in different oxidation states.

Ion V+ VOH+ VO+ VO2
+

Oxidation state i ii iii v

k[c] 2.5 14.0 1.2 2.0
f 10 70 6 10
�H2 95
�H2O >90 28
�CH2O 72
�CH4 70 <5 5
�CH3 30 <5

[a] Efficiency relative to the gas-kinetic collision rate calculated accord-
ing to ref. [31c]. [b] Intensities are normalized to a sum of 100%.
[c] Given in 10�10 cm3 molecule�1 s�1. The error is assumed to be �30%.

Table 2. Heats of formation [kJmol�1][a] of species used in the data anal-
ysis.

DfH DfH

V+ 1162 � 8[b] CH3C 146.5 � 0.5[f]

VO+ 832 � 12[c] CH4 �74.9 � 0.3[g]

VOH+ 768 � 15[d] CH2O �108.6 � 0.5[b]

VO2
+ 716 � 16[e] CH3OC 17 � 4[f]

O 249.2 � 0.1[b] CH3OH �201.1 � 0.2[g]

OH 39.3 � 0.2[f] H2O �241.8 � 0.1[g]

[a] Values for gaseous species at 298 K. [b] Ref. [68]. [c] Derived using
D0(V

+�O)=5.99 � 0.1 eV (ref. [66]). [d] Derived using D0(V
+�OH)=

4.50 � 0.15 eV (ref. [66]). [e] This work, see text. [f] Ref. [69]. [g]
Ref. [59].
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of the hydroxy ligand in VOH+ by a methoxy group. The
enhanced reaction rate, compared with the atomic or higher
oxide cations of vanadium, can be ascribed to the presence
of the hydroxyl group, which opens up a new and strongly
favored reaction channel during which no redox reaction is
involved. No thermochemical data for the product ion
VOCH3

+ is available in the literature so far. Its formation
from VOH+ and methanol in an ICR experiment implies
DfH(VOCH3

+)�809�20 kJmol�1 and thus a lower limit of
D(V+�OCH3)=370�25 kJmol�1.[32, 33] Given the absence of
V(OCH3)

+ as a product in the reaction of V+ with CH3OH,
we may furthermore cautiously propose an upper limit of D-
(V+�OCH3)<D(H�OCH3) = 435�4 kJmol�1. The free re-
action enthalpy of the reaction 4VOH+ +CH3OH!
4VOCH3

+ +H2O, calculated at the same B3LYP-TZVP level
as used in the computational studies described below,
amounts to DG298=�41 kJmol�1.[34] A slight exothermicity
of the OH/OCH3 exchange is consistent with the occurrence
of this reaction under ICR conditions as well as previous
findings for the analogous ions of iron.[35] Accordingly, for a
thermochemical estimate we combine the experimental data
of VOH+ , CH3OH, and H2O with the computed exother-
micity, which leads to a bond energy in the range of D(V+�
OCH3) = 410�40 kJmol�1. A comparison of the bond
strengths in VOCH3

+ and VOH+ reveals strong similarities;
this suggests that the V�O bond is not largely affected by
the VOH+!VOCH3

+ conversion. Interestingly, however,
D(V+�OCH3)=410�40 kJmol�1 implies that D(VO+�
CH3)=210�20 kJmol�1 and thus points to an unusually
weak C�O bond in VOCH3

+ compared with the typical C�
O bond strengths, for example, D(H3C�OH)=387�
1 kJmol�1 (Table 2).

The main pathway (95%) in the reaction of VO+ with
methanol gives rise to the elimination of molecular hydro-
gen. The intuitive assignment of the product ion [VCH2O2]

+

as the formaldehyde complex OV(OCH2)
+ , formed by a se-

lective 1,2-dehydrogenation, is corroborated by the exclusive
loss of HD when reacting CD3OH with VO+ . D2 loss, corre-
sponding to a 1,1-elimination, is not observed. Furthermore,
the presence of a formaldehyde unit in [VCH2O2]

+ is indi-
cated by the rapid consecutive reaction of this ion with
methanol to afford [VCH4O2]

+ , which implies an exchange
of a CH2O ligand by CH3OH (see below). Given the forma-
tion of OV(OCH2)

+ , the dehydrogenation of methanol by
VO+ therefore is not associated with a change in the oxida-
tion state of the metal. Somewhat intriguing is the finding
that VO2

+ is also formed from methanol/VO+ in low, but
reproducible yields of about 5%, since methane formation
indicates D(OV+�O)�DfH(CH3OH)-DfH(O)-DfH(CH4)=
375�20 kJmol�1, where the margin of error acknowledges
the uncertainty associated with thermal contributions in the
measurements conducted at 298 K.[32] This value is higher
than the one reported from guided-ion-beam (GIB) experi-
ments of D0(OV+�O)=295�39 kJmol�1.[36] Even though
the GIB technique usually provides reliable thermochemical
data, this particular value might have been underestimated,
because it was derived from the apparent threshold of the

very endothermic reaction VO+ + CO!VO2
+ + C that has

to compete with the less endothermic and therefore favored
formation of V+ + CO2. In fact, more recent collision-in-
duced dissociation experiments yield D0(OV+�O)=339�
35 kJmol�1,[37] which is in good agreement with the broader
range of D0(OV+�O)=333�43 kJmol�1 obtained by ICR
bracketing.[15] Furthermore, theoretical values such as D0-
(OV+�O)=377 kJmol�1 and 423 kJmol�1 have been report-
ed.[15,38] As indicated by the formation of VO2

+ by reduction
of methanol to methane, the bond-dissociation energy
should lie closer to the upper end of the reported experi-
mental error bars. In combining the values D0(OV+�O)=
339�35 kJmol�1, D0(OV+�O)=333�43 kJmol�1, and D-
(OV+�O) �375�20 kJmol�1, we arrive at D(OV+�O)=
365�10 kJmol�1 and hence DfH(VO2

+)=716�16 kJmol�1,
which is used in the following. The efficiency of the reaction
of methanol with VO+ (f=6%) is even lower than for V+

and VO2
+ (Table 1). As both the reactants and the products

exhibit triplet ground states (see below), a kinetic barrier
caused by a transition structure located energetically close
to the entrance channel may provide an explanation for the
low reaction efficiency. Alternatively, a spin-induced kinetic
bottleneck in terms of two-state reactivity[39] is also conceiv-
able. While our experimental findings in the VO+/CH3OH
system are consistent with the qualitative studies of Cao
et al. ,[17] some disagreement evolves in comparison with the
work of Justes et al.[18] . They reported the formation of
VOCH3

+ , which could neither be observed in the ICR ex-
periments of Cao et al., nor in the present ICR study, nor in
independent experiments obtained using a multipole instru-
ment.[14] In addition, the estimate D(VO+�CH3)=210�
20 kJmol�1 derived above contradicts an exothermic methyl
transfer from methanol to VO+ as D(CH3�OH)=386�
1 kJmol�1. Among others, a possible rationale is that the
mode of mass selection of VO+ in the experiments de-
scribed by Justes et al.[18] was not perfect in that some
VOH+ was present in the mass-selected beam. In view of
the fact that the reaction of VOH+ with methanol is an
order of magnitude faster than that of VO+ (Table 1), signif-
icant amounts of VOCH3

+ could in fact be expected in this
case. Furthermore, both previous studies mention the gener-
ation of the formal adduct complex [VCH4O2]

+ as an ionic
product.[17,18] We also observe [VCH4O2]

+ in the ICR ex-
periments described here, but can clearly attribute it to a
secondary reaction of initially formed OV(OCH2)

+ with
methanol (see below). It is possible, however, that the differ-
ences reported with respect to [VCH4O2]

+ are associated
with the different pressure regimes of the experiments. The
ICR studies conducted at extremely low pressure (typically,
10�8 mbar) disfavor association reactions, whereas termolec-
ular stabilization may play a significant role in the experi-
ments of Justes et al., which were conducted at significantly
higher pressures (typically, 10�4 mbar).[18]

The reaction of methanol with VO2
+ , the oxide in the

highest oxidation state possible for a vanadium compound,
is associated with the reduction to VIII in all reaction chan-
nels observed. These include the loss of water to yield the
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same ionic product OV(OCH2)
+ as in the methanol/VO+

case. In addition to the expulsion of H2O, a formaldehyde
molecule can be released. The latter route is approximately
three times more favored than the expulsion of H2O. The
preference for the second reaction pathway may be ascribed
to the formation of relatively stable VO2H2

+ species for
which two isomers are conceivable, that is, the water com-
plex OV(OH2)

+ and the thermochemically more stable di-
hydroxide cation V(OH)2

+ .[21,40] Similar to the findings re-
ported earlier for a related system, both isomers are expect-
ed to be accessible, as the energies needed for the second
hydrogen shift either to the OH or to the O ligand should
be comparable. Thus, the energetic difference of the barrier
height (DE) associated with hydrogen shift from OV-
(OCH3)3

+ to form HOV(OCH3)2(OCH2)
+ (DE=0.82 eV)

and the one to produce OV(OCH3)(OCH2)(CH3OH)+

(DE=0.83 eV) is only marginal according to DFT calcula-
tions with a TZVP basis set.[12] Irrespective of the actual
isomer formed initially, the reaction is very exothermic al-
lowing for a subsequent isomerization from VO(OH)2

+ to
VO(H2O)+ ; in addition, a second methanol molecule might
catalyze the transformation by a proton-shuttle mecha-
nism.[21,40,41] Finally, VO+ is found in the methanol/VO2

+ ex-
periment in traces of maximum 1%. Even though it is there-
fore difficult to decide with certainty whether this is really a
primary product, its formation by loss of both ligands from
the postulated intermediate OV(OCH2)(H2O)+ is feasible
and thermochemically possible (DrH=�33 kJmol�1). There
is again some deviation compared with the data of Justes
et al.[18] They observe the VO2H2

+ product as well, but also
report the formation of VO2CH3

+ , whereas we observe OV-
(OCH2)

+ under ICR conditions. The present results agree
with the formation of VO2C2H6O

+ (m/z 129) reported by
Justes et al., which can be ascribed to a consecutive reaction
of the OV(OCH2)

+ product with neutral methanol (see
below).

In conclusion, the oxidation state of the metal and the oxo-
philicity of vanadium dictate the reactivity of the corre-
sponding cation. In the case of atomic V+ (VI), the oxygen
atom is transferred to the metal and methanol is reduced to
methane or methyl. A reduction of methanol is also possible
with the VII species VOH+ , but cannot compete efficiently
with the formation of V(OCH3)

+ , because the hydroxyl
group allows for a formal ligand substitution reaction with-
out involvement of redox processes. The monoxide cation
VO+ (VIII) mediates dehydrogenation of methanol to form-
aldehyde without changing the oxidation state of the metal.
In contrast, the reaction of VO2

+ (VV) with methanol also
leads to formaldehyde, either as a ligand or as a free mole-
cule, but here the metal is reduced to VIII. The reaction can
therefore be classified as an oxidative dehydrogenation.

Even though V+ does not dehydrogenate methanol, it is
able to dehydrogenate nonactivated alkanes.[42] In fact, the
product patterns in the reactions of V+ and VO+ with hy-
drocarbons are very much alike, except that VO+ is much
less reactive.[42] The pronounced difference of the reactivities
of the two ions towards methanol reported here can be as-

cribed to the strong oxophilicity of the early transition metal
vanadium. Thus, the abstraction of an oxygen atom from
oxygen-containing compounds such as methanol is favored,
similar to what has already been reported for butanone.[43]

However, the presence of an oxo ligand reduces the oxophi-
licity in that VO+ only forms methane from methanol in
very small amounts. Instead, another reaction channel (de-
hydrogenation) is strongly favored. The second oxygen
ligand in VO2

+ finally makes the cation a stronger oxidant,
not promoting simple dehydrogenation (as does VO+), but
rather oxidative dehydrogenation. All of these observations
are very much in accordance with the oxidation state VIII

being more stable than VI, VII and VV, as expected in analo-
gy to solution-phase chemistry.[44]

Computational aspects—Mechanism of methanol dehydro-
genation by VO+ : It has often been demonstrated in recent
years that applied computational chemistry is essential for
the fruitful interplay of experiment and theory in gas-phase
chemistry.[45–47] Improvements in density functional theory,
particularly hybrid methods, have very much extended the
scope of theoretical studies as far as size and complexity are
concerned.[48] Nowadays, even reactions of transition-metal
compounds can be studied theoretically with reasonable ac-
curacy and reliability. Nevertheless, computational studies of
coordinatively unsaturated transition-metal complexes still
remain quite demanding, both in terms of computing resour-
ces as well as intellectual input. Hence, instead of an ex-
haustive theoretical investigation of all reactions described
here, we decided for a more selective approach. Specifically,
the dehydrogenation of methanol by VO+ was chosen on
the following grounds.

The reaction of VO+ + CH4 ! V+ + CH3OH had been
studied previously,[49] and the results are fully consistent
with the present experimental findings as well as those of
Cao et al.[17] and their theoretical work. Furthermore, the re-
action of VOH+ with methanol is dominated by a formal
OH/OCH3 exchange, a condensation process which is con-
sidered of remote interest in the context of oxidation cataly-
sis. The product pattern for VO2

+ + CH3OH suggests an ox-
idative dehydrogenation of methanol. While this process is
of interest, previous theoretical investigations of the reac-
tions of VO2

+ with ethene,[15,50] ethane,[15,40] and propane[16]

are considered to have provided a general insight into the
mechanisms of oxidative dehydrogenation by VO2

+ in the
gas phase. In distinct contrast, the VO+-mediated dehydro-
genation of methanol poses several questions concerning the
details of the reaction mechanism. Although the experimen-
tal results for the dehydrogenation of methanol by VO+

clearly prove the operation of a 1,2-elimination to produce
formaldehyde, it is feasible for several structural types of in-
termediates to play a role in this process, that is, alkoxides,
metal hydrides, carbenes and others. Density functional
theory is used as a theoretical tool to further investigate this
reaction, because it allows satisfactory results with reasona-
ble costs in many cases.[51] Yet, verification by ab initio stud-
ies is necessary. The results obtained so far for related sys-
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tems do not contradict the suitability of DFT to describe the
reactivity of small vanadium oxides with sufficient accura-
cy.[12,14,52, 53] For the problem studied here, one has to consid-
er another point though. For similar systems, it has been
shown that the reaction of a cationic metal oxide with alco-
hols can proceed through OH abstraction and formation of
charge-transfer complexes.[29] While such two-component in-
termediates, with methanol as a model substrate, are surely
difficult to describe by quantum-chemical methods, these
problems should not play a role here, since these mecha-
nisms are expected to dominate in bigger systems only, in
which carbocations significantly more stable than CH3

+

might form.
Three scenarios are conceivable for the chemical activa-

tion of methanol: i) breakage of the O�H bond, ii) activa-
tion of a C�H bond, and iii) cleavage of the C�O bond.[54]

In all three cases, the new bond in a reaction with diatomic
MO+ (Scheme 1, M = V) can be formed a) to the metal or

b) to the oxygen atom. Cases i-b) and iii-b) both result in
the formation of the intermediate CH3OMOH+ . For all hy-
pothetical intermediates de-
picted in Scheme 1, their fur-
ther reactions leading to OM-
(OCH2)

+ are easily conceiva-
ble; maybe with the exception
of iii-a). Experimental results
for the reaction of FeO+ with
methanol were interpreted in
terms of a direct activation of
the O�H bond leading to
CH3OFeOH+ , which can be
attributed to mechanism i-
b).[29] In contrast, it was postu-
lated for MoO+ that CH2O
formation from methanol is in-
itiated by C�H bond activation
and proceeds via a molybde-
num hydride species (case ii-
a).[30] For molybdenum, the in-
sertion in the C�O bond is
only observed with larger alco-
hols and leads to dehydration.

In this scenario, molybdenum–alkyl intermediates are as-
sumed to play a major role (case iii-a). For the specific reac-
tion discussed here, route iii) is not considered in detail, be-
cause a reaction leading to OV(OCH2)

+ , after breaking the
C�O bond, has to return to one of the intermediates dis-
cussed for pathways i) and ii).[55]

In the following, the main stationary points found on the
B3LYP/TZVP level for the conceivable reactions of metha-
nol with VO+ are presented according to the classification
given in Scheme 1. As the reactant VO+ possesses a triplet
ground state, both the triplet and singlet potential-energy
surfaces have been considered.

The reaction of VO+ with methanol commences with the
formation of adduct complex 1 (Figure 1) with geometric
features similar to the separated reactants, except that the
C�O bond is slightly elongated to 148 pm compared with
142 pm in free methanol (Figure 2). For the activation of the
O�H bond, a triplet transition structure TS1/3 has been
found 34 kJmol�1 below the entrance channel VO+ +

CH3OH. It connects the adduct complex VO(CH3OH)+ (1)
directly with the inserted species CH3OVOH+ (3); similar
energetics were reported in reference [17]. In TS1/3, the
atoms OVOH form a nearly planar four-membered ring.
The distance from the metal to the transferred hydrogen
atom (d(V�H)=193 pm) is significantly longer than in the
hydride structure 2 located on the singlet surface only (d-
(V�H)=155 pm, Figure 2). A transition structure corre-
sponding to TS1/3 was also found on the singlet surface; but
with 67 kJmol�1 above the entrance channel it is much too
high in energy to play a role in a gas-phase experiment con-
ducted at thermal energy. In contrast, the (singlet) transition
structures TS1/2 and TS2/3 for two subsequent 1,2-hydrogen
transfers are situated energetically close to the entrance
channel (+22 kJmol�1 and �1 kJmol�1, respectively).
Therefore, the inserted species 3 might also be reached

Scheme 1. Mechanistic scenarios for the initial bond-activation steps in
the dehydrogenation of methanol by VO+ .

Figure 1. Energy diagram for the dehydrogenation of methanol with VO+ initiated by activation of the O�H
bond, calculated at the B3LYP/TZVP level. Energies include ZPE and are given in kJmol�1 relative to the en-
trance channel 3VO+ + CH3OH (Eabs=1018.964283 + (�115.719947)=�1134.68423 Hartree). Solid line:
triplet surface; dashed line: singlet surface.
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through a double spin-state change, provided the spin inver-
sion is sufficiently effective and the crossing points are ap-
propriately positioned.[39b] The latter pathway, with partici-
pation of the singlet intermediate 2, could be classified as
case i-a), whereas the direct formation of 3 via TS1/3 corre-
sponds to case i-b).

As expected, the linear product CH3OVOH+ (3) forms
the global minimum of the potential-energy surface
(�269 kJmol�1). Starting from 3, the exit channel
(CH2O)VO+ + H2 may be reached directly via TS3/P. This
route does not include a complex (CH2O)VO+ ·(H2) with a
coordinated hydrogen molecule.[56] However, as its barrier
lies 49 kJmol�1 above the entrance channel, this pathway
cannot play a role in the ICR experiments described above.
During the pre-optimization on the B3LYP/Lanl2DZ level,
some other transition structures have been found which con-
nect the metal hydride 2 to the complex 6 (see below) or
the exit channel. Nevertheless, all these saddle points are so
high in energy that they were not considered any further
(+125 kJmol�1 above the separated reactants for the singlet
and +100 kJmol�1 for the triplet surface). Although it
cannot be excluded with certainty that an energetically ac-
cessible transition structure leading from 3 to the exit chan-
nel or a complex (CH2O)VO+ ·(H2) has escaped our inten-
sive search, we conclude that a reaction pathway commenc-
ing with O�H bond activation (case i) is not involved in the
VO+-mediated dehydrogenation of methanol.

The initial activation of a C�H bond in the adduct com-
plex 1 (case ii in Scheme 1) can proceed via TS1/4 which is
still energetically accessible (Figure 3). It represents a hy-
drogen-atom transfer from the carbon atom to the vanadyl
oxygen atom in a single step. The V�H bond length is rela-
tively short (d(V�H)=172 pm) in TS1/4, which indicates a
metal–hydrogen interaction, even though there are no V�H
bonds in either 1 or 4 (Figure 4). Note that the structure of
product 4 does not correspond to a VOH complex of pro-
tonated formaldehyde, but rather to a three-membered oxo-
metallacycle with largely equivalent V�O and V�C bonds
(Mulliken charge analysis: q(VOH)=++0.85, q(HOCH2)=
+0.15). The second step in methanol dehydrogenation, ac-
cording to this route, consists of a hydrogen migration from
the hydroxyl group of the former methanol moiety to the
metal (TS4/5), which results in the intermediate (CH2O)-
V(OH)(H)+ (5). As TS4/5 lies energetically close to the en-
trance channel, the entire internal energy of the system is
needed for this step.[57] The last hydrogen transfer via TS 5/6
is less energy demanding (�52 kJmol�1) and forms the hy-
drogen complex 6 which easily dissociates to the products
(CH2O)VO+ +H2. Hence, the whole reaction can proceed
on the triplet surface after initial C�H bond activation (case
ii). The singlet potential-energy surface is situated about
90 kJmol�1 higher in energy and does not cross the triplet
surface. The overall reaction pathway described here can be
classified to case ii-b) in Scheme 1. The involvement of an

Figure 2. Relevant geometric data for the species involved in the reaction pathways shown in Figure 1; bond lengths are given in pm.
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intermediate HV(O)(CH2OH)+ , expected according to
route ii-a), could already be ruled out during the pre-optimi-
zation process, in which the corresponding minimum was
found 52 kJmol�1 above the entrance channel.

In comparison, the theoretical results are in good agree-
ment with the experimental observations. The reaction is
exothermic with a calculated reaction energy of DE=

�113 kJmol�1. It does not proceed via an initial O�H bond
activation along path i), because the dehydrogenation of the
readily accessible intermediate 3 is prevented by an insur-
mountable barrier (Figure 1). In contrast, dehydrogenation

of methanol is possible through
an initial C�H bond activation
along path ii-b): all barriers
can be overcome starting from
the entrance channel
(Figure 3). Furthermore, spin
restrictions do not play a role
here because the energetically
lowest pathway only proceeds
on the triplet potential-energy
surface. First, the vanada–oxi-
rane structure 4 is formed,
then the hydrogen atom of the
hydroxyl group is transferred
to the metal, and finally neu-
tral H2 is eliminated. Passing
the first two barriers needs all
the energy of the system, in ac-
cordance with the small reac-
tion efficiency observed in the
experiment. Note that the
mechanism reported here
cannot be considered as an
VO-induced rearrangement of

a methanol cation,[58] because an electron transfer in the
adduct (CH3OH)VO+ (1) from the methanol moiety to
VO+ does not occur to a notable extent (Mulliken charge
analysis: q(VO)=++0.83, q(CH3OH)=++0.17), which is in
accordance with the ionization energies of the separated en-
tities, IE(VO)=7.24 eV versus IE(CH3OH)=10.84 eV.[59]

Subsequent reactions : In the system methanol/VO+ , the ini-
tially formed dehydrogenation product (CH2O)VO+ reacts
with another methanol molecule to form [VCH4O2]

+ . Tenta-
tively, this product is assigned to the adduct complex

Figure 3. Energy diagram for the dehydrogenation of methanol with VO+ initiated by activation of a C�H
bond, calculated at the B3LYP/TZVP level. Energies include ZPE and are given in kJmol�1 relative to the en-
trance channel 3VO+ + CH3OH (Eabs=1018.964283 + (�115.719947)=�1134.68423 Hartree). Solid line:
triplet surface; dashed line: singlet surface.

Figure 4. Relevant geometric data for the species involved in the reaction pathways shown in Figure 3; bond lengths are given in pm.
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(CH3OH)VO+ (1), which can be formed by ligand exchange
of formaldehyde against methanol. Other structures are fea-
sible as well, that is, the insertion species CH3OVOH+ (3),
as this isomer is more stable than the adduct 1. The further
reaction of [VCH4O2]

+ with methanol initiates a reaction
cascade comprising a whole series of intermediates and
branches, which all lead to [VC3H10O3]

+ as the major final
product (Figure 5). This observation is explained when con-

sidering the intermediate species LVOH+ (L might be a me-
thoxy group, for example) and subsequent condensation re-
actions in which the ions bearing a hydroxyl group react to
yield vanadium alkoxides LVOCH3

+ and neutral water. A
good fit of the experimental data has been achieved for the
reaction scheme shown in Scheme 2 in which the structure
V(OCH3)2(CH3OH)+ is assigned to the final [VC3H10O3]

+

product. Note that other models, including the mere coordi-
nation of methanol for example (grey arrows in
Scheme 2),[60] allow an equally good approximation of the
observed intensities, in particular due to the low intensity of
the intermediates [VC2H6O3]

+ (m/z 129) and [VC3H8O3]
+

(m/z 143). Nevertheless, involvement of LVOH+ ions as key
intermediates in such a scenario contradicts the structure
(CH3OH)VO+ assigned to the [VCH4O2]

+ product above.
The barrier associated with the direct isomerization of
(CH3OH)VO+ (1) to the more stable CH3OVOH+ (3) may
even be lowered further by catalysis of another protic, polar
molecule (i.e. , water or methanol)[21,40] in analogy to the in-

terconversion of the isomers OV(OH2)
+ and V(OH)2

+ ,
which can be regarded as lower homologues of 1 and 3.

Interestingly, the reaction sequence of the methanol/VO+

system begins and ends with a VIII species. Furthermore, all
abundant intermediates can also be interpreted as formal
VIII compounds (Scheme 2). In the major reaction pathways
of the methanol/VO+ system, a change in oxidation state is
not involved throughout the whole sequence. Ligand ex-
change and condensation reactions obviously do not require
a change of the oxidation state of the metal center. The de-
hydrogenation occurs in such a way that only the organic
ligand is oxidized, but not the metal. Under the low-pres-
sure conditions of the present ICR experiments, the reaction
cascade ends with the probably sufficiently saturated coordi-
nation complex V(OCH3)2(CH3OH)+ .

In a side reaction of the first step in the methanol/VO+

system, formation of VO2
+ occurs by methane elimination.

The further reactions of this ion with methanol do not lead
to other products than those already discussed, except for
the ion VO2H2

+ (Table 1). Indeed, VO2H2
+ is observed

during the methanol/VO+ cascade in the expected small
amounts (Figure 5, inset). Even though the side reaction of
the very first step does not initiate significant pathways, it
indicates the possibility of methane eliminations in the later
steps of the reaction cascade to produce VV species. For ex-
ample, V(OCH3)2

+ (m/z 113) might react with methanol

Figure 5. Intensities (normalized to �=100) for the reaction of VO+ with
methanol at p=1.8 ·10�8 mbar. Ions with intensities lower than 1% at all
reaction times are not shown. The legend gives the masses of the ob-
served ions (67: VO+ , 83: VO2

+ , 85: VO2H2
+ , 97: [VCH2O2]

+ , 99:
[VCH4O2]

+ , 113: [VC2H6O2]
+ , 129: [VC2H6O3]

+ , 131: [VC2H8O3]
+ , 143:

[VC3H8O3]
+ , 144: [VC3H9O3]

+ , 145: [VC3H10O3]
+). The inset shows a

part of an enlarged view of the same diagram to clarify the progression
of the less intense ions (m/z 83, 85, 143).

Scheme 2. Scheme of a reaction cascade leading from VO+ to V(OCH3)2-
(CH3OH)+ . A best fit of the experimental data shown in Figure 5 is ob-
tained with the relative rate constants: k1=1, k2=5.4, k3=0.46, k4=2.7,
k5=0.58, k6=0.92, k7=1.42, k8=11.5, k9=1.12. Grey arrows: adduct for-
mation, dashed arrow: methane elimination; for explanations and k9 see
text.
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under loss of methane to
afford the VO(OCH3)2

+ ion
(m/z 129). An ion of this mass
is indeed observed experimen-
tally (Figure 5). Nevertheless,
like in the first step, these oxi-
dations may not compete ef-
fectively with the alternative
eliminations of hydrogen and
water. Therefore, formal VV

compounds are expected to ac-
count only for a very minor
part of the product spectrum.
In the example explicitly given
above, the exact amount
cannot be determined because
[VC2H6O3]

+ is also formed by
another reaction channel
(dashed arrow in Scheme 2).
In conclusion, the observed
ions are expected to be mix-
tures of isomers, in which the
structures shown in Scheme 2
are assumed to prevail. Fur-
thermore, very small amounts
of other species like
[VC2H7O2]

+ are formed, which
are not included in Figure 5 and Scheme 2 for the sake of
clarity. Another much more abundant VIV species is
[VC3H9O3]

+ (m/z 144), presumably V(OCH3)3
+ , which

seems to evolve as a second terminal product under ICR
conditions and is only observed at very long reaction times.
As the intensity of [VC3H9O3]

+ is not negligibly small, it is
accounted for in the above-mentioned modeling by the for-
mation of m/z 144 from m/z 143 (k9).

The product-ion pattern that evolves in the case of the
methanol/VOH+ system is even more complex than that ob-
served for methanol/VO+ . The condensation product
VOCH3

+ (m/z 82) of the very first step reacts with a second
methanol molecule to yield [VCH3O2]

+ (m/z 98), concomi-
tant with the loss of methane. The further reaction cascade
comprises at least three subsequent steps and leads to the
final product [VC3H9O3]

+ (Figure 6). During this process,
oxidation from VII to VIV has to occur, because the sequence

starts with VII species (VOH+ , VOCH3
+), whereas the final

product V(OCH3)3
+ contains vanadium in the oxidation

state + iv. For the intermediates [VCH3O2]
+ (m/z 98) and

[VC2H5O3]
+ (m/z 128), both oxidation states are conceiva-

ble (Figure 7). Thus, the formation of [VCH3O2]
+ from

methanol and VOCH3
+ can be interpreted as an oxidation

to the VIV species OV(OCH3)
+ concomitant with the elimi-

nation of methane. The isomeric VII compound VOH-
(OCH2)

+ might also be present, because the subsequently
formed cations VOCH3(OCH2)

+ (m/z 112) and VOCH3-
(CH3OH)+ (m/z 114) could be regarded as products of this
isomer by condensation and ligand exchange with methanol.
Particular stability of [VC2H7O2]

+ (m/z 114) under the pres-
ent conditions is implied by the very slow depletion of its in-
tensity (Figure 3). Its further reaction with methanol most
probably leads directly to V(OCH3)3

+ by loss of H2. The
structural ambivalence discussed for [VCH3O2]

+ also holds

Figure 6. Intensities (normalized to �=100) for the reaction of methanol with VOH+ . Ions also observed in
the methanol/VO+-system are marked with dashed lines, ions with intensities lower than 1% at all reaction
times are not shown. The legend gives the masses of the observed ions (68: VOH+ , 82: VOCH3

+ , 84: VO2H
+ ,

85: VO2H2
+ , 98: [VCH3O2]

+ , 99: [VCH4O2]
+ , 112: [VC2H5O2]

+ , 113: [VC2H6O2]
+ , 114a: [VCH3O3]

+ , 114b:
[VC2H7O2]

+ , 128: [VC2H5O3]
+ , 130: [VC2H7O3]

+ , 131: [VC2H8O3]
+ , 144: [VC3H9O3]

+ , 145: [VC3H10O3]
+).

The intensities of the ions VO2H
+ (m/z 84) and VO2H2

+ (m/z 85) are so similar throughout the whole reaction
time that the two symbols cannot be distinguished; thus, only VO2H

+ is marked.[61]

Figure 7. Possible structures of the even-mass ions mentioned in Figure 6.
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true for [VC2H5O3]
+ (m/z 128), which formally bears an ad-

ditional formaldehyde unit. In this case it is even more prob-
able that oxidation to VIV has already occurred because the
ion is formed at a later stage of the reaction cascade. Unlike
for the main final product V(OCH3)3

+ (m/z 144), there are
two probable structures with formal VIV for the intermediate
[VC2H7O3]

+ (m/z 130): the hydroxide HOV(OCH3)2
+ and

the vanadyl complex OV(OCH3)(CH3OH)+ . As only con-
densation to V(OCH3)3

+ is observed as a further reaction,
but no ions with m/z 159, 160 or 161 (which would be ex-
pected as products of the reaction of the vanadyl complex
with methanol), the hydroxide structure HOV(OCH3)2

+

may prevail. Note again that theoretical results indicate a
facile isomerization of complexes of this type.[12]

A closer inspection of Figure 6 reveals another important
aspect: all reactions discussed so far belong to closed-shell
reaction pathways. Yet, the loss of a methyl radical plays a
major role in the VOH+ system as, for example, indicated
by the formation of [VC2H8O3]

+ from [VC2H7O2]
+ and

methanol. According to the elemental composition, the VIII

and VV species that result from radical loss (broken line in
Figure 6) are already known from the methanol/VO+-cas-
cade (see above).[61] Loss of a methyl radical is not limited
to the later steps of the reaction cascade: the formation of
VO2H2

+ from VOH+ and methanol is already observed in
the very first step, albeit only with less than 5% probabili-
ty.[62] Even though generated by different reaction pathways,
the VIII and VV ions in the methanol/VOH+ system react as
described above for the methanol/VO+ system, resulting in
a second parallel reaction cascade finally leading to V-
(OCH3)2(CH3OH)+ . Furthermore, the continuous rise in in-
tensity of [VC3H10O3]

+ , even after a reaction time of 50 s,
suggests its direct formation from V(OCH3)3

+ , the final
product of the VOH+ cascade, by abstraction of a hydrogen
atom from methanol (Scheme 3).

The complete reaction network, starting from VOH+ and
methanol, can therefore be understood as a superposition of
two reaction cascades. In addition to ligand-exchange reac-
tions, condensations, and dehydrogenation of methanol to
formaldehyde, in all of which the oxidation state of the
metal does not change, losses of methane and methyl as
well as methoxy radicals are observed. The former induces
the oxidation of VII to VIV and gives access to the final prod-
uct V(OCH3)3

+ . The loss of radicals provide access to VIII

and VV species of the methanol/VO+ cascade, which finally
leads to V(OCH3)2(CH3OH)+ (Scheme 3).[63]

In the methanol/VO2
+ system, the two main products

(CH2O)VO+ and V(OH)2
+ both react with a second metha-

nol molecule to yield [VCH4O2]
+ . This product can there-

fore be regarded as a mixture of the complex (CH3OH)VO+

(by ligand exchange of CH2O for methanol) and the insert-
ed species CH3OVOH+ (by condensation of V(OH)2

+ and
methanol in analogy to the reaction VOH+ ! VOCH3

+ de-
scribed above). Both ions are intermediates in the metha-
nol/VO+ reaction cascade and their consecutive reactions
have already been discussed for the VO+ case. The main
difference between the VO+ and the VO2

+ systems there-
fore concerns the very first step, mere dehydrogenation
versus oxidative dehydrogenation. During the subsequent
reactions identical products are nonetheless reached on both
pathways. Note that one of the product ions of the reaction
cascade is the VO2C2H6O

+ species reported by Justes et al.
for the reaction of VO2

+ with methanol.[18]

Several of the ions discussed here show similar behaviour
to the fragmentation reactions of OV(OCH3)3

+ , which have
previously been studied in detail.[12] At low internal energy,
the molecular ion OV(OCH3)3

+ consecutively loses CH2O,
H2 or methanol, respectively, so that first VIV and then VII

species are formed. Losses of HC and CH3OC are only possi-
ble if more energy is available, and provide access to VV and
VIII ions. Again, a series of subsequent eliminations of
CH2O, H2, and CH3OH take place. This degradation of OV-
(OCH3)3

+ (m/z 160) can be seen as a complementary ex-
periment to the cascade of ion–molecule reactions in the
FTICR-MS of this work. The two intermediates with m/z 97
and 129 are common in both experimental approaches with
respect to the methanol–VO+ system. However, an oxida-
tion to the VV species OV(OCH3)2(OCH2)

+ is not observed
in the ion–molecule reactions due to the high oxidation
power of VV species when compared with methanol. During
the degradation experiment, which starts with a VIV ion, loss
of closed-shell neutral species lead to VII and VIV ions. Such
ions are difficult to obtain via VO+ , but readily accessible
when starting from VOH+ . Three ions can be found in the
fragmentation patterns that are also abundant intermediates
in the methanol–VOH+ system (m/z 68, 98 and 130).
[VC3H9O4]

+ (m/z 160) is not observed as a product of ion–
molecule reactions starting from VOH+ and methanol, even
though a change of oxidation state is not necessary when
forming this ion from the observed [VC2H7O3]

+ (m/z 130,
VIV) and methanol. Obviously, the condensation reaction of
a VOH to a VOCH3 group (resulting in [VC3H9O3]

+ (m/z
144) in this case) is again much faster than the dehydrogena-
tion of a methanol molecule (which would lead to
[VC3H9O4]

+ (m/z 160)).

Comparison with other metal-oxide ions : It has been shown
that the early transition metal oxide ScO+ reacts with meth-
anol to yield OSc(OCH2)

+, CH3OScOH+, and Sc(OCH3)2
+.[28]

Hence, not only the primary product, but also the subse-
quent products corroborate the analogy to the methanol–
VO+ system. Admittedly, the corresponding products
CH3OYOH+ and Y(OCH3)2

+ are generated in the meth-

Scheme 3. Reaction sequence in the methanol/VOH+-system as an exam-
ple for changes of oxidation state: VII ! VIV ! VIII.
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anol/YO+ system as well, even though the primary product
is HYOH+ instead of OY(OCH2)

+ . The reactions of MOH+

and MOCH3
+ (M = Sc, Y) with methanol were described

in the same publication. Like for vanadium, an oxidation to
MIII species by the elimination of CH3C or HC is observed in
these cases. Similar results have recently been reported for
lanthanide cations.[64]

The situation is quite different in the reaction of the late
transition-metal-oxide cation FeO+ with methanol.[29, 65]

Firstly, the higher selectivity of VO+ compared with FeO+

is obvious. For example, the loss of HC is not observed in the
reaction of VO+ with methanol, whereas it is one of the
most abundant channels in the case of FeO+ . Secondly, the
oxidation of methanol by FeO+ is an oxidative dehydrogen-
ation, because Fe(OCH2)

+ is formed by loss of H2O. In con-
trast, the very strong V�O bond prevents water formation
and, in the reaction of VO+ , H2 is lost instead. This is
another example of the effect of the high oxophilicity of the
early transition metal vanadium (D0(V

+�O)=578 �
10 kJmol�1)[66] compared with the late transition metal iron
(D0(Fe

+�O)=341 � 6 kJmol�1).[67]

Further, MoO+ has been studied with methanol in an
ICR mass spectrometer.[30] It is to be expected that MoO+

should behave more like VO+ than FeO+ because of its
proximity in the periodic table. Indeed, the strong Mo�O
bond with MoO+ is also not cleaved upon reaction with
methanol. Furthermore, the observed reaction is selective
and can also be interpreted as an a oxidation to formalde-
hyde. Yet, its reactivity is still quite different to that of VO+:
whereas with VO+ the loss of H2 is observed, formaldehyde
is lost in the reaction of methanol with MoO+ . Like in the
above-mentioned transition of ScO+ ! YO+ , going
one row down in the periodic table changes the observed
reactivity pattern: the strong M�O bonds which are unlikely
to be cleaved for first row elements have to give way to
the stronger M�C and M�H bonds possible in the second
row.

Conclusion

A comparison of the primary and subsequent ion–molecule
reactions of atomic V+ , the hydroxide VOH+ and the
oxides VO+ and VO2

+ with methanol reveals that the oxi-
dation state of the metal is a key factor which determines
the reactivity of the respective compound. Cations in low
oxidation states (i.e., V+ and VOH+) reduce methanol,
whereas VO2

+ (VV) mediates an oxidative dehydrogenation
to formaldehyde. VO+ (VIII) also dehydrogenates methanol,
but it does not change its oxidation state during this process.
The stability of VIII under the ion–molecule reaction condi-
tions studied here is further supported by its formation in
each major reaction studied in this work, irrespective of the
initial oxidation state of the cation. The transitions + i !
+ iii and +v ! + iii proceed via oxygen-atom transfer, the
transitions + ii ! + iii and + iv ! + iii via loss of methyl
and methoxy radicals, respectively.

Not unexpectedly, simple ligand-exchange reactions (M-
(OCH2)

+ ! M(CH3OH)+) are faster than the bond activa-
tions, which lead to dehydrogenation or oxygen-atom trans-
fer. Yet, condensation reactions (MOH+ ! MOCH3

+) are
also strongly favored. The process may be seen as a formal
ligand exchange of hydroxy and methoxy ligands, but the
mechanism must include an additional hydrogen atom trans-
fer. This selectivity for the condensation observed with va-
nadium hydroxides is worth emphasizing, because condensa-
tion reactions are not favored to such an extent with iron or
lanthanide hydroxide cations.[64]

The insertion compound CH3OVOH+ (3) is the most
stable species on the potential-energy surface of VO+/
CH3OH en route to the dehydrogenation of methanol. Its
formation can occur via a four-centered transition structure
which formally corresponds to an addition of the O�H bond
to the vanadyl unit. Elimination of dihydrogen from the in-
sertion intermediate is, however, associated with a consider-
able barrier, which is located above the energy of the sepa-
rated reactants. Therefore, this route cannot account for the
experimentally observed 1,2-dehydrogenation of methanol
mediated by VO+ . Instead, an alternative mechanism for
the dehydrogenation of methanol by VO+ is proposed,
which proceeds via an initial C�H bond activation of metha-
nol and involves energy barriers which are consistent with
the experimental observations.
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